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ABSTRACT
We study the characteristics of galaxy protoclusters using the latest L-galaxies semi-
analytic model. Searching for protoclusters on a scale of ∼ 10cMpc gives an excellent
compromise between the completeness and purity of their galaxy populations, leads to
high distinction from the field in overdensity space, and allows accurate determination
of the descendant cluster mass. This scale is valid over a range of redshifts and selection
criteria. We present a procedure for estimating, given a measured galaxy overdensity,
the protocluster probability and its descendant cluster mass for a range of modelling
assumptions, particularly taking into account the shape of the measurement aperture.
This procedure produces lower protocluster probabilities compared to previous esti-
mates using fixed size apertures. The relationship between AGN and protoclusters is
also investigated, and shows significant evolution with redshift; at z ∼ 2 the fraction
of protoclusters traced by AGN is high, but the fraction of all AGN in protoclusters
is low, whereas at z > 5 the fraction of protoclusters containing AGN is low, but most
AGN are in protoclusters. We also find indirect evidence for the emergence of a passive
sequence in protoclusters at z ∼ 2, and note that a significant fraction of all galaxies
reside in protoclusters at z > 2, particularly the most massive.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Present day galaxy clusters are the most massive collapsed
objects in the Universe. Each is composed of a virialised
dark matter halo (> 1014 M�) hosting hundreds of galaxies
that exhibit a clear red sequence (Dressler 1980; Vikhlinin
et al. 2014). The progenitors of clusters are known as proto-
clusters, commonly defined as the ensemble of objects that
will end up in the cluster at z = 0 (Muldrew et al. 2015;
Overzier 2016). They tend to be highly spread out spatially,
up to 20 cMpc across by z ∼ 2 and greater at higher red-
shifts (Suwa et al. 2006; Chiang et al. 2013; Muldrew et al.
2015), and host accelerated galaxy growth; approximately
50% of the stars that end up in the brightest cluster galaxy
are formed by z∼ 5 (Lucia & Blaizot 2007). Clusters assem-
ble late, the most massive reaching a mass of 1014 M� at
z ∼ 2, and the majority assemble half their mass by z ∼ 0.6
(Wu et al. 2013); protoclusters are more spread out and dif-
fuse distributions of matter at high redshifts, rather than
a single, massive, virialised halo, and hence do not exhibit
observational characteristics of present day clusters, such as
thermal X-ray emission from a hot Intra-Cluster Medium
(ICM) (Overzier 2016). They do, however, necessarily trace
overdensities of matter in the early Universe (Angulo et al.
2012), which manifest as visible overdensities in the galaxy
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population. This is the primary means of discriminating pro-
toclusters from the field, and the magnitude of the overden-
sity is positively correlated with the descendant cluster mass
(Overzier et al. 2009; Chiang et al. 2013; Orsi et al. 2016).

Observational searches for protoclusters tend to adopt
one of two approaches: ‘blind’ searches for surface overden-
sities of galaxies, and focused observations around biased
tracers. The former typically work by identification of sur-
face overdensities in wide field photometric surveys of Ly-
man break galaxies (LBGs) and narrow band imaging of
emission line galaxies (Shimasaku et al. 2003; Adams et al.
2011; Spitler et al. 2012; Chiang et al. 2014; Shimakawa
et al. 2018), which are often followed up and confirmed
spectroscopically (Toshikawa et al. 2012; Diener et al. 2015;
Toshikawa et al. 2016). The VIMOS Ultra Deep Survey, the
largest purely spectroscopic search, recently announced the
discovery of a massive candidate at z∼ 4.57 (VUDS, Févre
et al. 2015; Lemaux et al. 2017).

The second method takes advantage of objects thought
to represent biased tracers of the underlying matter distribu-
tion, such as dusty star forming galaxies (Capak et al. 2011;
Casey et al. 2014), Ly-α emitting blobs or extended Ly-α ab-
sorbers (Hennawi et al. 2015; Cai et al. 2016), High-redshift
Radio Galaxies (HzRGs) and quasars. Using biased tracers
to search for protoclusters is cheaper than performing wide,
deep surveys. However, the uncertainty in their correlation
could arguably make them unreliable: they may not probe
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a significant fraction of protoclusters (Orsi et al. 2016), or
produce an unrepresentative sample of the population.

A significant number of protoclusters have been found
targeting HzRGs (Févre et al. 1996; Miley et al. 2006; Ven-
emans et al. 2007; Galametz et al. 2010; Hatch et al. 2011a;
Koyama et al. 2012; Wylezalek et al. 2013; Shimakawa et al.
2014; Cooke et al. 2014). Both Ramos Almeida et al. (2013)
and Hatch et al. (2014) propose that the large-scale over-
dense environment may be causally connected to the pres-
ence of a radio-loud AGN, which may not necessarily reside
at the peak of the overdensity. Searches surrounding quasars,
on the other hand, have turned up a less conclusive picture;
whilst many luminous quasars are clearly located in over-
densities (Husband et al. 2013; Adams et al. 2015; Hennawi
et al. 2015; Morselli et al. 2014; Mazzucchelli et al. 2017;
Miller et al. 2016), many reside in average overdensity envi-
ronments (Willott et al. 2005; Uchiyama et al. 2017).

Given a galaxy overdensity measured with one of the
above approaches, we wish to know the probability that it
represents a protocluster, and an estimate of its descendant
cluster mass, a useful property on which many other pro-
tocluster properties (size, maturity) depend. They can be
estimated analytically (Steidel et al. 1998, e.g.), or from cos-
mological simulations (Suwa et al. 2006): protocluster prob-
ability is typically estimated by taking the ratio of regions
with a given overdensity that evolve in to protoclusters to
those that do not (Chiang et al. 2013, 2014), and estimates
of descendant mass have been inferred empirically from the
typical descendant mass of a protocluster with similar over-
density (Orsi et al. 2016). Approaches such as these have
been used in the construction of some of the first protoclus-
ter catalogues (Franck & McGaugh 2016a,b).

Measures of overdensity are typically carried out with
apertures or nearest neighbour approaches, the former show-
ing greater correspondence with the actual 3D overdensity
(Shattow et al. 2013), though orientation, aperture size and
redshift uncertainty can have a significant effect on the quan-
titative overdensity value (Chiang et al. 2013; Monaco et al.
2005), which can in turn affect probability and mass esti-
mates. In particular, redshift uncertainty acts to effectively
elongate the measurement aperture, which lowers the mea-
sured overdensity by including more field volume. It also
complicates the definition of a protocluster in simulations
- when does a randomly selected irregular aperture repre-
sent a protocluster or not? Prior to virialisation, protoclus-
ters are an integral part of the high redshift cosmic web,
tracing the nodes and filaments of the large scale structure
(Overzier 2016), which also complicates their identification
and discrimination from the field, particularly so when using
elongated apertures due to the risk of alignment.

In this paper we present an improved procedure for gen-
erating descriptive statistics of protoclusters that models the
shape of the measurement aperture, and a robust protoclus-
ter definition for generating probabilities. We also investi-
gate the spatial characteristics of protoclusters in order to
determine whether the simplifying assumption of spherical
symmetry is accurate, and how best to discriminate proto-
clusters from the field.

We use the halo catalogues from the publicly available

Millennium Simulation, scaled to the Planck1 cosmology1,
coupled with the latest L-Galaxies semi-analytic model
(Henriques et al. 2015) to populate our halos with galax-
ies and predict their nuclear properties. The large size of
Millennium allows us to study the progenitors of a sufficient
number of high mass clusters to produce usable statistics
on the protocluster population. Our focus is on z > 2, where
protoclusters are on the whole unvirialised and difficult to
identify using typical cluster finding techniques. We do not
model the photometric properties of galaxies to avoid intro-
ducing further assumptions.

We describe our definitions, selection criteria and the
L-galaxies model in Section 2, the galaxy population in
protoclusters as a whole (Section 3.1), then characterise pro-
toclusters in terms of their shapes (Section 3.2) and sizes
(Section 3.3). Section 3.5 investigates the relationship be-
tween protoclusters and AGN, and finally in Section 3.4 we
outline a procedure for generating improved statistics on
galaxy overdensities, and apply our procedure to candidates
from the literature (Section 4).

2 MODELS AND METHODS

2.1 Simulation

We use the Millennium dark matter N-body simulation
(Springel et al. 2005), which evolves 21603 particles (with
mass 1.43× 109 M�) from z = 127 to z = 0, in a comoving
box with side length 480.3 h−1 cMpc. The original simulation
was run using WMAP1 cosmological parameters (Spergel
et al. 2003), however in this paper we use the halo prop-
erties rescaled to the Planck1 cosmology using the method
described in Angulo & White (2010).

L-galaxies, or the Munich SAM, is a Semi-Analytic
Model of galaxy evolution. The latest version (Henriques
et al. 2015) is an update to that presented in Guo et al.
(2011) that uses the Planck first year cosmological parame-
ters, and better predicts the abundance of low mass galaxies
at z≥ 1. Using the abundance and passive fractions of galax-
ies at z6 3 the SAM model parameters are constrained using
an MCMC approach, which reproduces key observables dur-
ing this epoch such as the stellar mass and luminosity func-
tion. The results have been tested and compared against
various properties of the galaxy population and found to be
in good agreement. Despite being tuned to low redshift ob-
servables, the model also shows good agreement with high
redshift galaxy properties, such as the stellar mass and lumi-
nosity function, out to z = 7 (Clay et al. 2015). A full descrip-
tion of the model is provided in the appendix to Henriques
et al. (2015).

The growth of supermassive black holes is modelled
in L-Galaxies through two mechanisms (Croton et al.
2006; Henriques et al. 2015). The first, labelled quasar mode
growth, is triggered by a galaxy merger. The black holes
merge instantaneously, and are then fed cold gas driven to-
ward the nuclear region of the galaxy by turbulent motions
induced by the merger. The second mechanism, labelled ra-
dio mode growth, is fed by hot gas from the halo, and leads

1 Ω0 = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685, h = 0.673, ns = 0.961 and σ8 = 0.826
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2014)
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to the formation of hot bubbles and jets. The quasar mode
is the most effective mechanism by which black holes grow
in the model, though the accretion is not explicitly associ-
ated with any feedback, except through supernovae feedback
associated with the post-merger starburst in the case of a
gas rich merger. In contrast, radio mode feedback leads to
negligible black hole growth but produces efficient feedback
that prevents the infall of cold gas in the largest halos.

The L-galaxies AGN model is a relatively simple phe-
nomenological representation of the physical processes that
lead to observable quasar and radio activity. It does not, for
example, provide spin information, necessary for a complete
description of the radio jet power (Fanidakis et al. 2011).
As such, it does not match quantitative observational con-
straints on the accretion rate and black hole mass at high
redshift. However, in this study we are primarily interested
in the number density and spatial distribution of AGN and
their hosts with regards to protoclusters; since AGN activity
in the model depends explicitly on host halo mass, and im-
plicitly on environment, a simple accretion cut should allow
us to evaluate their coincidence with overdensities at high-z.
A detailed description of AGN number densities, host halo
masses and selection criteria is described in Section 3.5.

2.2 Definitions

We define as a cluster any Friends-of-Friends (FoF) halo at
z = 0 with M200/M� > 1014. Using this definition we identify
3825 clusters. We treat everything within R200 of the halo
centre as a cluster member, and anything outside a cluster
is labelled part of the field.

Throughout the paper, we use the following definition
of a protocluster: that it is the ensemble of all objects that
eventually end up in a present day cluster. Specifically, a
protocluster member is any halo or galaxy whose descen-
dant at z = 0 lies within R200 of a cluster. To identify the
protoclusters at a given epoch we follow the merger tree
rooted on each subhalo in the cluster at z = 0, including the
central subhalo, back in time to identify all progenitor halos
and their galaxies.

2.3 Galaxy selection

We apply four galaxy selection criteria, identical to those
employed in Chiang et al. (2013), with an additional high
star formation rate selection, at snapshots corresponding ap-
proximately to z = [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.5]:

SMAS9 : log10(M∗/M�) > 9 (1)

SMAS10 : log10(M∗/M�) > 10 (2)

SSFR1 : SFR/(M� yr−1) > 1 (3)

SSFR5 : SFR/(M� yr−1) > 5 . (4)

The star formation rate selections (SSFR1 and SSFR5) most
closely resemble the selection of line emission galaxies using
narrow-band filters (e.g. Cooke et al. 2014).

2.4 Overdensity

Measures of protocluster overdensity using fixed volume
apertures lead to greater consistency with redshift and bet-

ter correspondence with the true 3D overdensity as com-
pared to nearest neighbour approaches (Muldrew et al. 2012;
Shattow et al. 2013). We define overdensity as

δg(xxx,V,z) ≡
ng(xxx,V,z)
〈ng(V,z)〉

− 1 , (5)

where δg(xxx,V,z) is the overdensity within a volume V centred
on position xxx at redshift z. The volume can be spherical,
V = 4

3 π R3, or cylindrical, V = π R2 D, where R is the radius
on the plane of the sky and D is the depth in the line-of-
sight direction; we make clear in the relevant sections which
volume is being used. ng(xxx,V,z) is the number of selected
galaxies within the chosen volume centred on xxx, and 〈ng(V,z)〉
is the mean number of selected galaxies in a volume of this
size averaged over the entire simulation.

Where we wish to compared measured overdensities as
closely as possible to observations, we must take into ac-
count peculiar motions along the Line-of-Sight (LoS). High
velocities along the LoS could move a galaxy into or out
of a protocluster region, boosting or diminishing the mea-
sured overdensity, respectively. To account for this effect, we
transform the LoS coordinate as follows:

d′ = d +
v los

a(z) H(z)
. (6)

Here d is the original comoving coordinate value, d′ is the
transformed coordinate, vlos is the peculiar galaxy velocity
in the LoS direction, a is the expansion factor and H(z) is
the Hubble parameter at redshift z.

3 RESULTS

3.1 The Protocluster Galaxy Population

We begin by looking at the evolution of the galaxy popula-
tion as a whole from 2≤ z≤ 9 divided into protocluster and
field designations. Figure 1 shows the Galaxy Stellar Mass
Function (GSMF) for each selection criteria at each redshift,
along with the biased GSMF for those galaxies that reside
in protoclusters. The most massive galaxies are more likely
to reside in protoclusters, and there is a dearth of low mass
galaxies in protoclusters compared to the field, similar to
trends seen in protocluster observations (Steidel et al. 2005;
Strazzullo et al. 2013; Cooke et al. 2014). The normalisation
is significantly lower at the intermediate to low mass range,
similar to that seen in the z< 1 cluster environment (Vulcani
et al. 2011).

The top panel of Figure 2 shows the number of galaxies
over cosmic time, split into field and protocluster popula-
tions. The number of star forming (SSFR1 & SSFR5) galaxies
in protoclusters plateaus at z∼ 5, whilst similarly star form-
ing galaxies continue to increase in number in the field. The
middle panel shows the fraction of all galaxies from each
selection that reside in protoclusters; at z = 2 a minority
(10-20 %) of galaxies lie in protoclusters, rising to 1

4 , 1
3 ,

1
2 and 1 at z > 9 for SSFR1, SSFR5, SMAS9 and SMAS10, re-
spectively. Conversely, the bottom panel of Figure 2 shows
the fraction of protoclusters that contain at least one galaxy
from each selection; all protoclusters contain at least a SMAS9
mass galaxy up to the most extreme redshifts, whereas SSFR5
galaxies are only observed in a majority of protoclusters at
z < 5.

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)



4 C. C. Lovell et al.

Figure 1. GSMF for all selections. The vertical dotted lines de-
limit the SMAS9 and SMAS10 selections. Solid lines show the full

galaxy population, dashed lines show galaxies in protoclusters.

The highest mass galaxies preferentially appear in protocluster
environments, and there is a dearth of low mass galaxies evi-
denced by the flat low mass slope, as seen in Muldrew et al.
(2015) for a previous version of the model. SSFR1 extends to lower
stellar masses, but has little effect on the high mass end. SSFR5
truncates the selection of low mass galaxies, though the shape of
the high mass slope is again unaffected.

For SMAS10 galaxies at z> 6 there is a > 50% chance they
reside in a protocluster, and > 50% of all protoclusters con-
tain at least one SMAS10 galaxy up to extreme redshifts; such
galaxies can act as beacons of protocluster regions solely by
virtue of their existence.

Figure 2. Top: Number of galaxies over time, for all galaxies

(solid), protocluster galaxies (dashed) and field galaxies (dotted),
for each selection. Middle: The fraction of galaxies in each selec-

tion that reside in protoclusters. Bottom: The fraction of proto-
clusters that contain at least one galaxy in the given selection.

3.2 Triaxial Modelling

We have seen that protocluster galaxy membership evolves
significantly with redshift and depends critically on the se-
lection. We now look at the distribution of galaxies within
protoclusters, and present the first model of protocluster
shapes, a simple triaxial model of the galaxy spatial distri-
bution at high redshift, in order to determine the extent to
which they differ from the simplifying assumption of spher-
ical symmetry. We acknowledge that such a simple model
cannot probe collapsed structure such as groups and fila-
ments within the protocluster, but it is capable of tracing the
most prominent structure (if it exists), and provides insight
into the global spatial asphericity, important for overdensity
measurements.

The length and direction of each semi-axis in the triaxial
model can be derived from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
respectively, of the inertia tensor of the galaxy distribution.

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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Figure 3. s ratio (a measure of sphericity) and T parameter (a measure of the form of apshericity) distributions. Each panel shows the

2D (for SSFR1) and marginal (selection labelled) distributions at a given redshift. Values of s close to 1 indicate spherical distributions,
values close to 0 aspherical. Values of T close to 1 indicate prolate distributions, values close to 0 oblate; if the s distribution suggests a

spherical distribution then the nature of the asphericity is unimportant. Protoclusters tend to be aspherical, with a prolate distribution,

and this asphericity is pronounced at high redshift. The z = 0 distributions (for SMAS9, since there are an insufficient number of galaxies
with high star formation rates at high-z) are shown in grey for comparison.

The components of the inertia tensor are given by

IIIi j =
Ng

∑
n=1

(rrr2
n δi j− rn,irn, j) , (7)

where Ng is the number of galaxies in the protocluster, rrrn
is the position vector of the n th galaxy, and i and j are the
tensor indices (i, j ∈ 1,2,3). We ignore the full matter distri-
bution and focus on observable tracers, setting all galaxies to
have equal mass, and also ignore redshift space distortions,
so that any asphericity is randomly orientated. The moments
of inertia of III are given by its eigenvalues, λ1 > λ2 > λ3, which
can be translated into the relative axis lengths (a > b > c):

a =

√
5

2Ng
(λ2 + λ3−λ1) (8)

b =

√
5

2Ng
(λ1 + λ3−λ2) (9)

c =

√
5

2Ng
(λ1 + λ2−λ3) , (10)

Using these axis lengths we introduce three axis ratios,

s≡ c
a
, q≡ b

a
, p≡ c

b
. (11)

Of these, s is of particular value as a measure of spheric-
ity: where s = 1, the distribution is spherical, and where
s∼ 0, the distribution is highly aspherical. The q and p ratios
can be used together to deduce the form of the asphericity:
where q∼ 1(0) the distribution is oblate (prolate), and where
p = 1(0) the distribution is prolate (oblate). An alternative
measure of the form of the asphericity is the Triaxiality pa-
rameter (Franx et al. 1991),

T =
a2−b2

a2− c2 (12)

which measures whether an ellipsoid is prolate (T = 1) or
oblate (T = 0), but does not measure the degree of aspheric-
ity.

Similar shape analysis has been applied to a range of
astrophysical objects, including the profiles of cluster dark
matter halos (Thomas et al. 1998; Wu et al. 2013). In such
cases the reduced inertia tensor, which weights particles near

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)
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the centre of the halo more highly, is often used (Schneider
et al. 2012). Since protocluster profiles are less centrally con-
centrated than clusters (it is often difficult to unambiguously
identify the protocluster centre), and are more likely to con-
tain multiple filamentary structures, we use the unweighted
inertia tensor to characterise the entire shape. Bett et al.
(2007) also note that particle discreteness can affect the de-
termination of shape parameters using the inertia tensor;
to mitigate this effect we ignore those selections where the
average number of tracer galaxies in a protocluster drops
below 20 at a given redshift.

Figure 3 shows the combined and marginal distributions
of the s ratio and T parameter at different redshifts2. At z = 0
(shown in grey) the majority of clusters, as traced by their
galaxies, are mildly aspherical with a prolate configuration.3

Protoclusters, in comparison, are more aspherical, and the
majority are prolate4.

The SMAS9 and SMAS10 selections (shown in the marginal
distributions of Figure 3) exhibit greater asphericity than
those selected by star formation rate: those tracer galaxies
that make the selection cut tend to be arranged along a
single axis, leading to lower values of s. This suggests that
care must be taken when using highly biased selections so
as not to miss galaxies apherically distributed around the
protocluster outskirts.

We see evidence in the evolution of s and T for the
emergence of a red sequence. Between z = 8.93 and z = 3.95,
s̄ rises steadily from 0.36 to 0.49, then falls to 0.45 by z = 2.07.
There is no dramatic collapse in spatial extent over this pe-
riod which could explain the fall in s (Muldrew et al. 2015);
most of the collapse to form current-day clusters occurs at
z < 2. Instead, we attribute it to a decrease by a factor of 2
in the number of SSFR1 galaxies between z = 2 and 3, with
the decrease predominantly toward the center of each proto-
cluster (for which we see evidence in Figure 5): those galax-
ies that do make the SSFR1 cut are distributed irregularly
outside the protocluster centre, leading to aspherical distri-
butions.

3.3 Spherical Profiles

Galaxy overdensities are typically measured within cylindri-
cal apertures along the line of sight (Franck & McGaugh
2016a). Section 3.2 shows that protocluster galaxies tend
to be aspherically distributed with a prolate configuration,
so such measurements could be biased by the introduction
of many field galaxies, or by missing extended protocluster
structure not contained within the aperture. To investigate
we measure the properties of protoclusters as a function of

2 There is significant evolution in the number of galaxies in proto-
clusters selected by stellar mass or star formation rate throughout

cosmic time, necessitating comparison between selections where
there are insufficient galaxies to make a robust shape measure-

ment: for example, galaxies at z = 0 are selected using the SMAS9
criteria, since there are not enough galaxies with high star forma-
tion rates at late times, and at z ≥ 2 only SSFR1 is shown for the
combined distribution, as it is the most populous selection.
3 At z = 0, s̄ = 0.61, σs = 0.10, T̄ = 0.61, σT = 0.20. This asphericity
is greater than that measured using the full dark matter particle

information (Schneider et al. 2012).
4 At z = 3, s̄ = 0.50, σs = 0.12, T̄ = 0.65 and σT = 0.20.

Figure 4. Average spherical profiles of protocluster galaxy prop-

erties in comoving coordinates. Top panel: Theoretical complete-
ness (dashed) and purity (solid) profiles for a model ellipse and

sphere with δg + 1 = 1 and δg + 1 = 5. Second panel: Mean purity
and completeness profiles of the protocluster galaxy population at
z = 3.95 for the SSFR1 selection. Intrinsic (black) and redshift space
distorted (green) curves are shown, along with their 16th-84th

percentile range. Third panel: The same redshift space distorted
profile as in the second panel, split in to three descendant cluster

mass bins. Bottom: stacked galaxy overdensity profiles (including
redshift space distortions), split in to three descendant cluster
mass bins.

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)



Characterising and Identifying Protoclusters 7

Figure 5. Mean completeness (dashed) and purity (solid) profiles

for the protocluster population at a range of redshifts (labelled in
the top panel). Panels top to bottom show the SSFR1, SSFR5, SMAS9
and SMAS10 selections, respectively. Vertical dashed lines show the
approximate aperture sizes used in Figure 6.

radius from their centre (defined as the median coordinates
of the selected protocluster galaxies), starting with the com-
pleteness and purity profiles of the galaxy population, before
moving on to overdensity profiles.

3.3.1 Protocluster Galaxy Completeness and Purity
Profiles

We begin by looking at the evolution in the completeness
and purity of the protocluster galaxy population as a func-
tion of radius for a toy model ellipse. The volume of the
ellipse represents the protocluster galaxy distribution, and
outside represents the field. The shape of the model ellipse
is based on the mean measured protocluster axis lengths
for the SSFR1 selection at z = 3.95,5, and initially assume
the galaxy distribution is identical in both protocluster and
field.

The purity and completeness as a function of radius
can then be derived from the volume ratios, as shown in
the top panel of Figure 4. The model ellipsoid is labelled
‘Ellipse’ and shown in blue, and a spherical model with the
same volume is labelled ‘Sphere’ and shown in light pink.
Close to the centre the completeness is low and the purity
high, as expected; as the sphere is grown the completeness
increases until it encapsulates all of the ellipse, whilst the
purity begins to fall as more field volume is included. The
curves cross at high values of both completeness and purity.

The second panel of figure 4 shows the mean complete-
ness and purity curves for the protocluster galaxy popu-
lation in L-galaxies at z = 3.95. We define the centre of
the protocluster as the median of the protocluster galaxy
coordinates, the completeness as the fraction of all proto-
cluster galaxies within the aperture, and the purity as the
fraction of galaxies within the aperture that are members of
the protocluster. Both intrinsic (black) and redshift space
distorted (green) coordinates are shown. The 16th-84th per-
centile range is shown as a shaded region; the majority of
protoclusters exhibit similar profiles, and cross over at high
values within a tight range of radii.

The purity and completeness curves both show gradual
evolution toward the edge of the protocluster, rather than
the sudden change seen in our toy model, and the purity
curve drops off much more gradually, which we attibute to
our naive assumption of a uniform distribution of galaxies
in our toy model – in reality, protoclusters have a higher
overdensity than the surrounding field. To model this, we
increase the number of samples in the ellipse by a factor of
5, simulating a galaxy overdensity of δ + 1 ∼ 5. The com-
pleteness and purity curves for this model are shown in the
top panel of Figure 4 in dark blue, labelled ‘Overdense El-
lipse’; the purity curve falls much more gradually, as seen in
the SAM. Importantly for measurements of galaxy overden-
sity, the lower number density of galaxies in the field acts
to reduce the effect of asphericity on the measured galaxy
population, lowering the contamination on the protoclus-
ter outskirts and maintaining relatively high purity out to
large radii. It is not unreasonable then, when producing de-
scriptive statistics on the protocluster population, to adopt
spherical symmetry above some minimum radius.

The inclusion of redshift space distortions has two ef-
fects. The coherent motions of galaxies as they fall toward
the centre of the forming cluster leads to an apparent flatten-
ing in their appearance, known as the Kaiser effect (Kaiser
1987), and we see evidence for it in the steeper complete-
ness curve; galaxies appear closer to the centre, which can

5 a = 11.00, b = 7.56 and c = 5.36 (cMpc)

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2017)



8 C. C. Lovell et al.

be explained if they are, on average, infalling, (Contini et al.
2016), and this acts to marginally boost the overdensity
measurement. The purity curve drops at lower radii, which
suggests greater apparent contamination from field galaxies;
these galaxies are gravitationally disturbed by the forming
protocluster, but do not enter the virial radius by z = 0. The
two curves still cross at high values (> 80%).

The third panel of Figure 4 shows the mean complete-
ness and purity curves for protoclusters at z = 3.95 split by
descendant cluster mass. There is a positive correlation be-
tween cluster size and crossover radius: protoclusters with
the most massive descendants trace larger volumes than
those that will form lower mass clusters. In order to cap-
ture the majority of the galaxies in the most massive pro-
toclusters a much larger field of view is required. However,
the majority of protoclusters can be captured in their en-
tirety using a much smaller aperture, and even the largest
protoclusters contain a significant fraction of their tracer
galaxies within a smaller aperture (> 50% at R = 10 cMpc).
The crossover values remain high (> 80%) for all mass bins.

Figure 5 shows the mean completeness and purity for
each selection criteria with redshift. For the most stringent
selections at the highest redshifts the completeness curves
start at non-zero values, since some protoclusters may be
represented by only a single galaxy, boosting the mean. Sim-
ilarly, the purity curves also remain high, since where galax-
ies are rare in protoclusters, they also tend to be rare in
the field; where they exist, they are highly clustered and
located in protoclusters (see Figure 2). The purity curve
falls at lower radii with decreasing redshift for all selections,
caused by the protocluster collapse and central concentra-
tion, and the higher relative density of field galaxies with
decreasing redshift (see Figure 2).

The exception to this evolution is seen at low redshift
(z 6 3) for both SSFR1 and SSFR5: the purity falls signifi-
cantly at much lower R, and the completeness curve is also
steeper. Figure 2 shows that the number of SSFR1 protoclus-
ter galaxies decreases below z = 3.10, which can be explained
by the emergence of a red sequence; since there are fewer
star forming galaxies at the centre of protoclusters relative
to the outskirts, the completeness curve rises more rapidly
with radius. We see further evidence for the emergence of
a red sequence in the asphericity distribution between z = 3
and 2 (see Section 3.2).

The crossover between purity and completeness remains
high, > 80 %, and is relatively insensitive to changes in red-
shift or selection criteria. The cross over radii also all fall
within a narrow range of values, which suggests a character-
istic scale can be chosen,

RC ∼ 10cMpc , (13)

that maximises the completeness and purity regardless of se-
lection criteria or redshift. This corresponds approximately
to an angular scale (2RC) of 10 arcmin on the sky at z = 2,
falling to 6 arcmin by z = 9, not much larger than typical
focused searches around biased tracers such as AGN.

3.3.2 Protocluster Galaxy Overdensity Profiles

The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the differential stacked
overdensity profiles, measured using all galaxies (protoclus-
ter+field) within a spherical aperture centred on the proto-

Table 1. Candidate region labelling conditions. C is complete-
ness, P purity, and Clim and Plim are limiting values of each that

differentiate each classification.

.

Label Condition Description

Proto C ≥Clim and P≥Plim Protocluster region.
ProtoField C ≥Clim and P <Plim Region traces the

combination of a proto-

cluster and field region.
PartProto C <Clim and P≥Plim Region traces a part

of a protocluster.

Field C <Clim and P <Plim Field region.

cluster, and split by descendant mass. We find similar cen-
trally peaked profiles to the surface overdensities measured
in Overzier et al. (2009) & Chiang et al. (2013). The slope
of the overdensity profile at small-intermediate radii is shal-
lower for higher mass protoclusters – they are less centrally
concentrated and more extended – and for lower mass pro-
toclusters they are more sharply peaked toward the centre.
This may be as a result of our protocluster centre definition:
lower mass protoclusters typically have only a single domi-
nant group, so the centre will be defined within this group,
leading to a peaked profile at low R. Conversely, in larger
protoclusters with multiple similarly sized subgroups the
median coordinates may lie in an intergroup region, lowering
the measured overdensity on small scales. However, measur-
ing the overdensity centred on a single subgroup will not
be representative of the entire protocluster, and may lead
to lower purity and completeness at larger radii. We there-
fore emphasise the need to make descendant mass estimates
from overdensity measurements over sufficiently large aper-
tures (R > 7cMpc), which we demonstrate in Section 3.4.2.
The variation in slope of the overdensity profile with mass
suggests that measuring overdensity on multiple scales could
lead to a more accurate descendant mass estimate, however
we found that the improvement in the fit is not substantial.

3.4 Galaxy Overdensity Statistics

Protoclusters have irregular shapes, but this has a small
effect on the completeness and purity of their galaxy popu-
lations when measured in a sufficiently large aperture. How-
ever, the size and shape of the aperture used to measure the
overdensity can have a significant effect on the qualitative
value of the overdensity (see the bottom panel of Figure 4,
and Shattow et al. (2013)), on which further properties,
such as protocluster probabilities and descendant masses,
are based. We propose an improved procedure for deriving
overdensities that takes in to account irregular apertures.

3.4.1 Identifying Protoclusters in Galaxy Overdensities

We select 100000 random regions, with surface area, π R2,
and depth, D≡ ∆d′, in the Millennium volume. We call each
of these regions a candidate. For each galaxy in the candidate
we find its descendant halo mass. If no galaxies in the can-
didate have cluster descendants, the candidate is labelled a
field region. If there are cluster progenitors in the candidate,
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Figure 6. Top: Fractional probability distribution of candidate being Proto, PartProto, ProtoField or Field (SSFR1, z = 3.95). Where

the distribution is hatched represents those candidates that trace high mass (M200/M� ≥ 5× 1014) protoclusters. Each panel shows a

different aperture size, labelled at the top. We choose Clim and Plim values equal to the 5th percentile of the completeness and purity of
the protocluster population (for this aperture and selection). Bottom: Normalised probability density distributions for each classification,

split into low and high mass descendants.

Figure 7. Colour map showing the Bhattacharrya distance (DB)

between the combined Proto+PartProto and Field distributions

for the SSFR1 SSFR5 and SMAS9 selections, over a range of redshifts
(z) and aperture sizes (R = D/2, cMpc). The SMAS10 selection, and
some redshifts, are not shown since there are insufficient galaxies

to produce a reasonable statistic. DB is maximised at R = 6 for all
selections at almost all redshifts, and decreases as the selection

region is increased in volume.

the completeness, C, and purity, P, of the galaxy population
in this candidate with respect to each descendant cluster is
calculated. Each region can then be classified as Proto: ‘pro-
tocluster’, ProtoField: ‘protocluster+field’, PartProto: ‘part
of a protocluster’, or Field: ‘field’ according to the conditions
detailed in Table 1. In the rare case where there are multiple
cluster descendants, the cluster with the highest value of the
purity and completeness added in quadrature is chosen.

Importantly, the values of Clim and Plim are chosen based
on the 5th percentile of the completeness and purity of the
protocluster population given the chosen selection criteria
and aperture. This allows a more accurate characterisation of
candidate regions that takes into account the actual galaxy
membership of protoclusters. For example, one would not
expect to have high purity in a large aperture due to con-
tamination from field galaxies on the outskirts, but would

demand high completeness since the majority of a protoclus-
ters galaxies should be captured. We demonstrate the effect
of changing Clim and Plim whilst maintaining a fixed aperture
in Appendix A.

Once all candidates are labelled, we can calculate the
fractional probability that a measured overdensity repre-
sents one of our 4 labels, further split by the mass of the
descendant cluster. Figure 6 shows an example; the up-
per panel shows the fractional probability distribution, the
lower panel the probability density distribution. The de-
fault parameters are R = D/2 = 10cMpc and z = 3.95, us-
ing the SSFR1 selection, and we choose Clim and Plim values
equal to the 5th percentile of the completeness and purity of
the protocluster population with this aperture and selection.
As expected, higher galaxy overdensities are more likely to
evolve into clusters, and the highest overdensities are more
likely to form more massive protoclusters. At intermediate
to high overdensities, a considerable fraction of candidates
trace PartProto regions. All of these PartProto candidates
trace high mass protoclusters; lower mass protoclusters can-
not satisfy Clim whilst simultaneously satisfying Plim as they
are not large enough. At intermediate overdensities there is
a small probability that a candidate is probing a ProtoField
region, and these are all for smaller, lower mass protoclus-
ters.

The approach is similar to that demonstrated in Chiang
et al. (2013), though the criterion for classifying a random
region as a protocluster is different: they require that the
center of the random region lies within half a box length of
a protocluster centre, so that the window covers, on aver-
age, > 50% of the protocluster mass.6 Our analysis in Sec-
tion 3.2 and Section 3.3 suggests that the assumption of
spherical symmetry is violated, particularly at high-z, so this
definition may identify regions with significant field galaxy
populations. Despite these differences (including the use of
an updated version of L-Galaxies and the Planck cosmol-
ogy) we achieve consistent results: the protocluster fractions

6 private correspondence
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10 C. C. Lovell et al.

Table 2. Protocluster mass estimate fit parameters for Equation
15, for the SSFR1, SSFR5 and SMAS9 selections, with error estimates.

Selection a b c C R2

SSFR1 0.146 -1.077 2.628 1.752 0.547

SSFR5 0.658 -1.317 1.859 0.117 0.549
SMAS9 2.883 -1.681 1.452 -0.235 0.507

of SSFR1 galaxies at z ∼ 4 match the combined Proto and
PartProto distribution in the right panel of Figure 6, with a
slight shift in quantitative overdensity to lower values (pos-
sibly due to using a slightly larger volume). The probability
density distribution for low mass protoclusters appears to
show less distinction from the field distribution as seen in
Figure 6 in Chiang et al. (2013), which may be attributed
to the updated protocluster definition, or to the change in
cosmology.7 Whilst consistent, we note that our approach
explicitly distinguishes protoclusters identified partially or
in whole, and can handle irregularly shaped apertures.

The probability density distributions at the bottom of
each panel can be used to evaluate the separation in overden-
sity space of protocluster and field regions. We determine the
Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya 1946), a measure of
the dissimilarity between two probability distributions, de-
fined as

DB =− lnBC, where BC(p,q) = ∑
δ∈Γ

√
p(δ )q(δ ) (14)

and p and q are the probability distributions over the galaxy
overdensity domain Γ. DB, calculated between the Field and
combined Proto and PartProto distributions for a range of
redshifts, aperture sizes and selections, is shown in Figure 7.
At lower redshifts the distinction is greatest on small scales
(R = 6cMpc) for all selections, though the distinction on the
characteristic scale (R = RC = 10cMpc) is still relatively high
compared to larger scales. At higher redshifts the distinction
is greatest at RC. This seems to suggest that, in order to
best separate protoclusters from the field, one should use
a smaller aperture at lower redshifts and a slightly larger
one at higher redshifts. However, the overdensity profiles
shown in Figure 4 show that a larger aperture allows the
greatest discrimination of protocluster descendant mass, and
in Section 3.5 we find that, in searches surrounding AGN,
DB is maximised at RC due to the non-central location of the
AGN within the protocluster. We therefore still recommend
making overdensity measurement on a scale of RC for all
redshifts and selections.

3.4.2 Protocluster Mass from Galaxy Overdensity

We now explore the relationship between high redshift over-
density and descendant cluster mass by fitting an empiri-
cal relation between the two. We fit to all halos at z = 0
with masses M200/M� > 1013 in order to fully assess the

7 The Planck cosmology used in Henriques et al. (2015) leads to

an increased dark matter particle mass, an increased box size,

and the z = 0.12 output of the original WMAP1 simulation be-
comes the new z = 0; the latter two effects would lead to a diluted

quantitative overdensity measurement

Figure 8. Top panels: Galaxy overdensity (SSFR1) against de-

scendant halo mass for all halos with log10(M200 /M�) > 13. The
fit at each redshift is shown in orange. Those objects used in the

fit are shown in blue, those below the overdensity threshold in

grey. Our cluster mass definition (log10(M200 /M�) > 14) is delim-
ited by the horizontal dashed black line. Bottom panels: Ratio of
the estimated and measured masses.

spread in descendant masses for a given overdensity, cal-
culating the overdensity measured in a single cylindrical
aperture with radius and depth equal to the characteristic
scale, RC = 10 cMpc; on smaller scales descendant mass can-
not easily be distinguished through galaxy overdensity (see
Figure 4, bottom panel).

The relationship between overdensity and descendant
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mass is parameterised as follows:

M200/(1014M�) = a(1 + z)b (1 + δ )c + C . (15)

where M200 is the descendant mass, and δ is the measured
galaxy overdensity. We fit the SSFR1, SSFR5 and SMAS9 distri-
butions between z = 2−7 using the curve_fit least squares
minimisation method provided by scipy (Jones et al. 2001).
The fit is illustrated in Figure 8 for the SSFR1 selection, with
residuals shown at the bottom of each panel. We ignore both
the SMAS10 selection and z > 7 due to a lack of galaxies. A
striking feature of Figure 8 is the spread in descendant halo
masses for δgal < 4.5. We cannot make any meaningful de-
scendant mass prediction below this overdensity limit, so we
limit our fit to above this range; whilst there is a chance
that such regions do trace protoclusters, the vast majority
of them do not. The exact choice of threshold overdensity
depends on many factors that affect the overdensity distri-
bution (aperture size, selection, etc.). For this aperture, the
distribution conveniently turns over at descendant masses of
∼ 1014 M�, which makes distinguishing high mass protoclus-
ters by overdensity somewhat easier; lower mass protoclus-
ters are harder to distinguish from the field.

A non-linear relationship provides a marginally better
fit for the very highest descendant masses. In Section 3.3
we noted that the shape of protocluster overdensity pro-
files was dependent on their descendant mass, but including
overdensity measured on two scales leads to no appreciable
improvement in the fit, which we attribute to the scatter in
overdensity profiles.

Chiang et al. (2013) derive a similar relation between
overdensity and descendant mass, ignoring redshift space
distortions, but taking in to account the aperture size, whilst
the coefficients of our empirical model must be rederived for
differing apertures. We note that they only apply it to over-
densities surrounding protoclusters, which underestimates
the scatter in descendant halo mass at intermediate over-
densities (see Figure 8), and in their Figure 12 showing the
residuals they ignore objects with descendant masses below
the protocluster mass threshold.

3.5 AGN as Protocluster Tracers

Both quasars and HzRGs are expected to act as tracers of
protocluster regions. In order to test this assumption we se-
lect a sample of quasars and HzRGs whose number densities
match observations at high-z (Section 3.5.1), find their sur-
rounding galaxy overdensities (Section 3.5.2) and investigate
their coincidence with protoclusters (Section 3.5.3).

3.5.1 AGN selection

We choose our quasar mode accretion cut in order to match
the integrated number densities from Hopkins et al. (2007)
between z = 2− 5 (assuming a lower luminosity limit of
1044 Lbol /erg s−1):

Ṁ•(quasar)/(M� yr−1) > 0.0036 . (16)

This gives a reasonably good fit to the normalisation and
redshift evolution (see Figure 9). The accretion rate can be
translated into a bolometric luminosity through the follow-
ing prescription,

Lbol = εṀ•c2 (17)

Figure 9. Number density evolution of HzRGs (blue) and quasars
(solid orange) subject to the accretion cuts stated in Section 3.5.

The quasar mode accretion cut was selected in order to match the

number density evolution as measured by Hopkins et al. (2007)
(dotted orange).

where Ṁ• is the accretion rate and ε = 0.1. For the
quasar accretion mode this gives a lower limit of Lbol >
2×1043 ergs s−1, somewhat lower than typical intermediate-
luminosity quasars, which suggests an underprediction of the
black hole accretion rate at high-z.

Figure 9 shows a similar decline in number density of
HzRGs in the model from z ∼ 2. There is still significant
uncertainty about the position and luminosity dependence
of a high redshift cutoff in observations (Jarvis et al. 2001;
Venemans et al. 2007; Rigby et al. 2011); we therefore choose
a radio mode accretion threshold in order to approximately
match the number densities measured by Dunlop & Peacock
(1990) for the most powerful radio galaxies over the redshift
range z = 2−5:

Ṁ•(radio)/(M� yr−1) > 0.001 . (18)

We also adopt more conservative accretion cuts in order to
test any dependence on the chosen cut-off (see Section 3.5.2).

Each panel of Figure 10 shows the distribution of black
hole accretion rates as a function of host halo mass, for a
range of redshifts, along with the marginal distribution of
halo masses for the total AGN population and our selection.
Each accretion mode is distinct: HzRG tend to populate
higher mass halos, with a median mass log10(M /M�)∼ 12.5,
as expected since it is only the most massive halos that
have a sufficient reservoir of hot gas to power this accre-
tion mode. Quasars populate a much wider range of halo
masses with a lower median mass of log10(M /M�) ∼ 11.5
at all redshifts considered. The quasar mode accretion rate
is proportional to the product of the ratio of the masses
of the merging galaxies and their combined cold gas mass,
Ṁ•(quasar) ∝ Msat /Mcen×Mcold. Whilst major mergers of high
mass halos are rare, high quasar mode accretion rates can
still be achieved in massive halos through minor mergers
where the primary halo has a large gas reservoir.
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Figure 10. Distribution of AGN luminosity against host halo

mass, for a range of redshifts. Bottom panels: 2D distribution of

bolometric luminosity for the combined radio & quasar accretion
modes against host halo mass. White dashed and dash-dot lines

show the independent median of the relationship for the quasar

and radio accretion modes, respectively. Horizontal red and blue
dashed lines delimit the accretion cuts stated in Section 3.5. Top

panels: Marginal distribution of host halo masses for the whole

AGN population as filled histograms, and as step histograms for
the accretion cuts stated in Section 3.5.

3.5.2 Galaxy Overdensities Surrounding AGN

Given our AGN selection criteria from Section 3.5.1, fig-
ures 11 and 12 show the galaxy overdensity (SMAS9) in the
vicinity of each quasar and HzRG (respectively) against its
descendant halo mass for a range of redshifts and aperture
sizes.8 Each coloured line shows the binned mean for all
AGN at each redshift, and 16th−84th percentiles are shaded
for the z = 2 selection. These figures can be used to read
off the estimated descendant halo mass of an AGN given its
surrounding galaxy overdensity.

The bottom of each panel shows the normalised prob-
ability density distribution for those AGN that end up in
clusters and those that do not, in solid and dotted lines
respectively, which can be used to calculate the Bhattachar-
rya distance (introduced in Section 3.4.1) to evaluate their
level of separation in overdensity space. DB is shown as a

8 for brevity we use regular apertures, R = D/2.

function of R in the inset figure in the third panel of each
figure; it peaks between 5 − 10 cMpc for both selection, but
slightly higher for quasars. This is also higher than that seen
for random regions of the same size in Section 3.4.1; this
can be explained by the non-central location of AGN within
protoclusters. For protoclusters containing quasars, the me-
dian distance of the quasar from the centre is ∼ 5.05cMpc
at z = 3.95; apertures of size ∼ 10 cMpc capture the great-
est proportion of the overdense protocluster whilst minimis-
ing field contamination, boosting the overdensity associated
with that AGN, whereas smaller apertures sample the low
overdensity tail. For HzRGs we see a similar trend with ra-
dius, but DB peaks at lower radii, which can be attributed to
the fact that the median distance of HzRGs from the centre
of their host protocluster is lower (3.04 cMpc at z = 3.95).
Hatch et al. (2014) find that radio loud AGN appear to re-
side in average overdensities on scales of 0.5 Mpc, but over-
dense environments on larger scales, in agreement with this
interpretation.

The location of each AGN type within protoclusters
can be explained by their differing treatment in the model.
HzRGs preferentially appear in higher mass halos; during
cluster assembly a dominant subhalo, with mass M/M� ∼
1012 emerges at intermediate redshifts (Chiang et al. 2013),
typical of HzRG hosting halos, and will either already be at
the center of the protocluster region or will migrate towards
it. In contrast, high luminosity quasars can be triggered by
both major and minor merger activity; whilst there will be
many minor mergers with massive halos in the dominant
subhalo, there will also be a large number of major mergers
between intermediate mass halos elsewhere in the protoclus-
ter, so that the average quasar location is further from the
protocluster centre.

The mass predictions from Section 3.4.2 are shown as
dashed lines in the centre panel. Puzzlingly, the predicted
descendant mass for a given overdensity is lower for AGN
than protoclusters: one would expect, for a given protoclus-
ter, the centrally measured overdensity to be larger than
from the non-central AGN. We attribute this to a selection
effect; not all protoclusters contain AGN at these redshifts,
so the selection does not necessarily have the same descen-
dant mass distribution.

3.5.3 The Coincidence of AGN & Protoclusters

Figure 13 shows the completeness and purity of AGN as
biased tracers of protoclusters, where completeness in this
context refers to the fraction of all protoclusters traced by
AGN, and purity to the ratio of protoclusters to field re-
gions traced. In order to assess the effect of our accretion
cut choice, we also show the following more conservative ac-
cretion cuts:

Ṁ•(radio)/(M� yr−1) > 0.004 (19)

Ṁ•(quasar)/(M� yr−1) > 0.018 . (20)

For both selections, at low redshifts the completeness tends
to be high and purity low, whilst at high redshift the com-
pleteness is low and purity high. Only at a few intermedi-
ate redshifts are the completeness and purity simultaneously
high, and this cross over is highly dependent on the adopted
accretion threshold.
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Figure 11. Top: Galaxy overdensity (SMAS9) in the vicinity of quasars (selected according to the criteria in Section 3.5) against descendant

halo mass. Solid lines show the binned mean, and the shaded region shows the 16th-84th percentile range for the z = 2 selection. Where

there are less than 20 quasars in a bin, individual objects are plotted. The fit from Section 3.4.2 is shown as the dashed line in the
central panel. Bottom: Probability density functions (PDF) for those quasars that evolve into clusters, and those that do not. Inset:

Bhattacharrya distance, DB, between the PDF for quasars that evolve in to clusters and those that do not, as a function of aperture size.

The peak indicates the aperture size at which AGN embedded in protoclusters are best discriminated from the field.

Figure 12. As for Figure 11, but for the HzRG selection.

These trends can be explained by the average host halo
mass of quasars and HzRGs. The massive halos that host
HzRGs are the very peaks of the matter distribution at z >
3.5, tracing those regions that are most likely to form clusters
(see Section 3.4.2), hence the high purity of the selection. By
z∼ 2 halos of mass log10(M /M�)∼ 12.5 are more numerous
and do not necessarily coincide with protocluster regions, so
the purity decreases, but the completeness rises sharply. We
see no clear evidence for environmental triggering of HzRGs,

as suggested by Hatch et al. (2014); instead, HzRGs occur
within a narrow range of host halo masses, coincident with
forming protocluster cores or groups (Chiang et al. 2017).

Similarly, at z > 5 the majority of high stellar mass
(SMAS10) galaxies reside in protoclusters (see Figure 2), so
major mergers between such galaxies, triggers of quasar
mode accretion, will predominantly occur in protocluster en-
vironments, hence the high purity of quasar tracers. This is
true of both accretion cuts; the most luminous quasars at
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Figure 13. The completeness (dashed), and purity (solid) of

AGN as protocluster tracers, for both HzRGs (blue) and quasars

(green), and for both accretion thresholds (see Section 3.5.1 and
Section 3.5.3).

z∼ 6 do indeed reside in protoclusters, but there are far too
few of them to trace an appreciable number of protoclusters.
At later times there is also a population of massive galaxies
in the field that may merge, reducing the purity. There are
also less frequent mergers between massive galaxies in pro-
toclusters once a dominant subhalo has formed at the core,
which could be responsible for the plateau in completeness
at low redshifts.

Orsi et al. (2016) find similar trends in their model;
they observe that half of all HzRGs at z = 2.2 have cluster
descendants, whereas in our model the fraction is approxi-
mately between a third and a half, depending on the accre-
tion threshold. They also find 19% of quasars have cluster
descendants, similar to our value of ∼ 21% for the standard
accretion threshold, but slightly lower than the conserva-
tive cut. Observationally, Venemans et al. (2007) find that
75% of powerful HzRGs in the redshift range 2 6 z 6 5 reside
in protoclusters, which agrees approximately with the mean
AGN fraction in this range for both accretion thresholds.
They use a ∼ 3×3 Mpc aperture, much smaller than RC; the
analysis in Section 3.5.2 suggests that measuring overden-
sity around HzRGs on this scale will be biased lower, which
makes their high measured protocluster fraction somewhat
surprising, however they do adopt a more lenient protoclus-
ter definition (a factor of 2-5 overdense compared to the
field; Figure 12 suggests an overdensity > 8 is required) and
observe very powerful HzRGs which may be biased toward
high mass protoclusters with higher probabilities. The Clus-
ters Around Radio-Loud AGN (CARLA) survey (Wyleza-
lek et al. 2013) found 66% of HzRGs reside in overdense
regions at z ∼ 2.4 (Hatch et al. 2014), approximately equal
to the conservative accretion threshold, and Wylezalek et al.
(2013) find 55% of HzRGs are overdense by 2σ , and 10% by
> 5σ (for 1.2 < z < 3.2), which, if we assume that the lower

overdensity limit corresponds to true protoclusters, matches
our conservative accretion threshold, and the results of Orsi
et al. (2016).

How effective are AGN as biased tracers of protoclus-
ters? Our model suggests that it depends strongly on red-
shift. At high redshift, HzRGs act as reliable tracers of pro-
tocluster regions but will not reveal the presence of all pro-
toclusters, whereas quasars reside in a more diverse range
of environments. At lower redshifts almost all protoclusters
have at least one AGN, but most AGN do not reside in pro-
toclusters. At extremely high redshifts, Figure 2 suggests
that using masssive galaxies as tracers will lead to the iden-
tification of a much more complete sample of protoclusters
compared to using AGN, though it should be noted that
such galaxies will typically exhibit observable AGN activity
too. We leave the investigation of whether AGN-hosting pro-
toclusters are a distinguishable population for future work.

4 DISCUSSION

In Section 3.4.1 we presented an improved procedure for pre-
dicting the fate of observed galaxy overdensities. To demon-
strate, we apply the technique to a number of observational
candidates in the literature. Table 3 lists estimated proto-
cluster probabilities and descendant masses for 13 proto-
cluster candidates from the literature, each of which have
been studied in Chiang et al. (2013). We also apply the
technique to the first 12 candidates presented in the Candi-
date Cluster and Protocluster Catalogue (CCPC) compiled
in Franck & McGaugh (2016a), shown in Table 4; this cat-
alogue, whilst heterogenously selected, uses smaller, regular
(2R ∼ DC) apertures to measure overdensity, and provides
predictions for the protocluster probability and decendant
mass derived from Chiang et al. (2013) that facilitate a di-
rect comparison with our method. In both cases we use an
aperture with the same dimensions as the observations.9 For
the candidates in Table 3 we use the SSFR1 selection, since
all of these candidate overdensities are measured with star
forming galaxies, whereas for Table 4 we use the SMAS10 se-
lection identical to that used in Franck & McGaugh (2016a);
they acknowledge that this selection does not correspond ex-
actly with the selection used to identify their candidates, but
represents a conservative lower estimate (if the selection does
include lower mass galaxies this would boost the overdensity
measurement, and therefore the corresponding probabilities)
Each candidate is classified according to the 5th percentile of
the completeness and purity of the protocluster population.

Many of the candidates in Table 3 are measured with
large apertures (> (30cMpc)3), which has a significant ef-
fect on derived descendant properties. The bottom panels of
Figure 14 show the relationship between overdensity and
descendant mass for all halos with M/M� > 1013 in our
model for the same aperture as each of these candidates;
it is clear that for many it is very difficult to distinguish the
protocluster population from the field in overdensity space.
4C10.48 is measured within a particularly pathological aper-
ture (R� DC) that leads to almost no distinction between

9 where rectangular apertures are used, we approximate with a

cylinder of equal volume
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Table 3. Estimated protocluster probabilities for candidates from the literature. All candidate estimates use the SSFR selection, and
combine the Proto and PartProto selections in the protocluster definition. Descendant mass estimates are omitted where protocluster

probabilities are low.

Notes: (a) Redshift. (b) Full width redshift uncertainty. (c) Aperture length corresponding to redshift uncertainty. (d) Observation
window area in square arc minutes. (e) Aperture radius giving equal area to the observation window. (f) Measured galaxy overdensity

within the specified aperture. (g,h) Mean completeness and purity for each selection, and 5th− 95th percentile range. We use the lower

percentile as our value for Clim and Plim. (i) Derived protocluster probability. (j) Descendant masses estimated using our fitting procedure.
References: (1) Venemans et al. (2007) (2) Steidel et al. (2005) (3) Hatch et al. (2011b) (4) Tanaka et al. (2011) (5) Venemans et al.

(2005) (6) Matsuda et al. (2005) (7) Steidel et al. (2000) (8) Yamada et al. (2012) (9) Venemans et al. (2002) (10) Venemans et al. (2004)

(11) Ouchi et al. (2005) (12) Toshikawa et al. (2012)

.

Name z a ∆z b D c Window d R e δ f
g C g

lim P h
lim PC(SSFR1) i log10(Mz=0/M�) j

cMpc arcmin2 cMpc

PKS 1138-2621 2.16 0.053 72.6 49 6.36 3+2
−2 0.921.0

0.60 0.280.50
0.15 50% 14.530

HS1700-FLD2 2.3 0.03 38.7 64 7.52 6.9+2.1
−2.1 0.981.0

0.72 0.340.59
0.18 100% 15.089

4C 10.483 2.35 0.046 58.0 6.25 2.37 11+2
−2 0.30.6

0.08 0.560.86
0.26 1.0% -

4C 23.564 2.48 0.035 41.8 28 5.16 4.3+5.3
−2.6 0.80.97

0.44 0.470.72
0.26 55% 14.557

MRC 0052-2411,5 2.86 0.054 55.6 49 7.32 2+0.5
−0.4 0.941.0

0.62 0.340.59
0.18 55% 14.497

MRC 0943-2421,5 2.92 0.056 56.4 49 7.39 2.2+0.9
−0.7 0.941.0

0.63 0.340.58
0.18 55% 14.430

SSA22-FLD6,7,8 3.09 0.066 62.5 81 9.74 5+2
−2 1.01.0

0.83 0.210.44
0.11 29% -

MRC 0316-2571,5 3.13 0.049 45.8 49 7.62 2.3+0.5
−0.4 0.951.0

0.65 0.370.62
0.20 59% 14.486

TN J2009-30401,5 3.16 0.049 45.3 49 7.65 0.7+0.8
−0.6 0.951.0

0.65 0.370.62
0.20 2.4% -

TN J1338-19421,5,9 4.11 0.049 33.5 49 8.52 3.7+1.0
−0.8 0.971.0

0.70 0.430.70
0.23 71% 14.729

TN J0924-220110 5.19 0.073 37.6 49 9.25 1.5+1.6
−1.0 0.981.0

0.73 0.400.68
0.21 30% -

SXDF-Object ‘A’11 5.7 0.099 45.3 36 8.18 3.3+0.9
−0.9 0.941.0

0.63 0.440.72
0.23 79% 14.651

SDF-123 6.01 0.05 21.4 36 8.31 16+7
−7 0.951.0

0.64 0.620.87
0.36 100% > 15.3

Table 4. Estimated protocluster probabilities for the 12 strongest candidates from the CCPC catalogue (Franck & McGaugh 2016a).
Notes: (a) Redshift. (b) Measured galaxy overdensity within a cylindrical aperture with radius R = 10cMpc, and depth 2σz = D. (c)

Full width redshift uncertainty. (c) Aperture length corresponding to redshift uncertainty. (d) Observation window area in square arc
minutes. (d,e) Mean completeness and purity for each selection, and 5th−95th percentile range. We use the lower percentile as our value

for Clim and Plim. (f) Protocluster probabilites from Franck & McGaugh (2016a), calculated using Figure 8 from Chiang et al. (2013) using

the same selection (SS10) (g) Derived protocluster probabilities, combining the Proto and PartProto selections. (h) Descendant masses
estimated using our fitting procedure. (i) Coefficient of determination.

References: (1) Venemans et al. (2007) (2) Møller & Fynbo (2001) (3) Steidel et al. (1998) (4) Ellison et al. (2001)

.

Name z a δg
b σz

c D (cMpc) d Clim
e Plim

f PC (F&M) g PC(SS10) h log10(Mz=0/M�) i R2 j

CCPC-z27-002 2.772 11.02±6.9 0.007 14.9 1.01.0
0.8 0.891.0

0.54 100% 75% 14.47 0.63

CCPC-z29-001 2.918 11.21±4.76 0.005 10.08 1.01.0
0.67 1.01.0

0.64 100% 46% 14.28 0.63

CCPC-z29-0021 2.919 12.91±4.55 0.009 18.12 1.01.0
0.82 0.861.0

0.5 100% 83% 14.67 0.61

CCPC-z30-0012 3.035 18.78±10.14 0.005 9.64 1.01.0
0.67 1.01.0

0.67 100% 74% 14.61 0.61

CCPC-z30-0033 3.096 12.28±2.42 0.008 15.10 1.01.0
0.8 0.891.0

0.55 100% 74% 14.55 0.63

CCPC-z31-0031 3.133 9.80±2.77 0.008 14.92 1.01.0
0.8 0.891.0

0.55 100% 48% 14.39 0.63

CCPC-z31-004 3.146 7.59±4.65 0.006 11.14 1.01.0
0.71 1.01.0

0.62 85% 14% 14.09 0.63

CCPC-z31-0051 3.152 17.77±9.19 0.007 12.96 1.01.0
0.75 0.921.0

0.58 100% 86% 14.72 0.64

CCPC-z32-002 3.234 13.11±8.63 0.003 5.40 0.81.0
0.3 1.01.0

0.67 100% 24% 14.11 0.49

CCPC-z33-0024 3.372 7.44±4.47 0.008 13.74 1.01.0
0.78 0.911.0

0.57 85% 42% 14.17 0.63

CCPC-z35-001 3.597 10.18±8.05 0.003 4.80 0.61.0
0.22 1.01.0

0.67 100% 1% 13.80 0.32

CCPC-z36-001 3.644 23.50±14.39 0.003 4.72 0.61.0
0.2 1.01.0

0.67 100% 72% 14.12 0.31
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Figure 14. Top panels: Probability distributions for each candidate from Table 3 (labelled) for 100000 random regions with the same
dimensions as the given candidate. Probabilities are labelled identically to Figure 6. The observationally measured overdensity is shown

as a vertical dotted red line; where the overdensity exceeds the maximum overdensity from the random sampling, we show white space.
Bottom panels: Descendant mass against overdensity measured in the candidate aperture for all halos with M/M� > 1013. The cluster

mass threshold is shown as the horizontal black dashed line. Uncertainties in the observationally measured overdensity are shaded in red.

the populations. This effect can also be seen in the prob-
ability distributions in the top panels of Figure 14. Above
intermediate overdensities the Proto probability actually de-
creases relative to the PartProto probability; if a large aper-
ture happens to capture parts of two protoclusters, the over-
density will be boosted by both overdensities but the prob-
abilities will be affected by the low completeness of each
protocluster.

The measured overdensity for 4C10.48 is much larger
than that seen in randomly sampled regions or surround-
ing protoclusters, and we see similarly high overdensities
for HS1700−FLD, SSA22−FLD−Lyα and SDF−12. We at-
tribute these high overdensities to two primary effects. First,
each of these candidates is measured within a large aperture,
which can be susceptible to aperture effects; our approach
cannot distinguish the capture of two protoclusters within
an aperture, or the chance alignment along a filamentary
structure that is not destined to fall within the virial ra-
dius of the cluster at z = 0. Second, the selection criteria is
not identical to that used for each candidate; a more con-
servative selection criteria could lead to a substantial boost
in overdensity measurement (Chiang et al. 2013). Chiang
et al. (2013) note that TN J2009−3040 is most likely a large
group or low mass protocluster, and we come to a similar
conclusion; Figure 14 shows that, whilst a number of proto-
clusters have a similar overdensity, a large number of groups
also exhibit similar overdensities, which is reflected in the
protocluster probability.

Figure 15 shows the probability and descendant mass
distributions for the CCPC candidate apertures, listed in
Table 4 with probabilities and descendant mass estimates.
These candidates are typically measured with smaller aper-
tures, which leads to greater distinction between protoclus-
ters and the field, and high protocluster probabilities for
sufficiently high overdensities; the majority are confirmed
as protoclusters with high confidence. CCPC-z32-002 is as-
signed a lower protocluster probability since it lies close to
the overdensity threshold below which protoclusters are dif-
ficult to distinguish, and CCPC-z35-001 is ruled out with
high confidence; whilst there are protoclusters with the same
overdensity, the vast majority of objects with this overden-
sity have relatively low halo masses.

All of our results are simulation dependent, though we
note that the pipeline is not, so it can be run again using cat-
alogues from other simulations. We also include protocluster
regions in our calculation of the average field overdensity, so
the field overdensity is an overestimate. However, typical ob-
servable measures of field overdensity use the region in the
foreground and background of the protocluster as a proxy for
the ‘field’ (Franck & McGaugh 2016a,b); since protoclusters
have no sharp edge (see Figure 4), this approach may inad-
vertantly sample the protocluster overdensity tail, boosting
the ‘field’ overdensity. It’s unclear to what degree these two
effects cancel out.
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Figure 15. As for Figure 14, but for the first 12 candidates from the Candidate Cluster and Protocluster Catalogue (CCPC) (Franck
& McGaugh 2016a) listed in Table 4 and discussed in Section 4.

5 SUMMARY

We have used L-Galaxies to investigate the characteristics
of galaxy protoclusters. Our findings are as follows:

• The completeness and purity of the protocluster galaxy
population are maximised (> 85%) at a radius of RC ≈ 10±
2cMpc. This scale is insensitive to redshift and galaxy se-
lections. Galaxy overdensities measured on RC provide high
discrimination between protoclusters and the field, particu-
larly at high redshift, and overdensities surrounding quasars
and HzRGs are also best measured at RC since AGN are not
centrally located within protoclusters.

• Protocluster galaxies exhibit aspherical, prolate distri-
butions, though this has little effect on their completeness
and purity as measured within RC due to the lower density of
galaxies in the field on their outskirts. Redshift space distor-
tions slightly boost the measured overdensity, since proto-
cluster galaxies tend to be infalling due to the Kaiser effect.

• Using AGN as tracers at z & 5 is accurate but highly in-
complete. The most luminous quasars at z∼ 6 are correlated
with protocluster regions, but there are too few of them to
act as tracers.

• The most massive galaxies at all epochs preferentially
appear in protocluster environments, and we see indirect
evidence for the emergence of a red sequence in protoclusters
through their greater asphericity and steeper completeness
curves at z 6 3.

• We have demonstrated a procedure for generating pro-
tocluster probabilities based on their measured galaxy over-
density that can be applied to irregular apertures. We apply
it to a range of redshifts and selection criteria, and provide
fits between overdensity and descendant cluster mass. Low
mass protoclusters cannot be discriminated due to overlap
in overdensity space with field regions.

We make all of the code used in this paper public,
at https://github.com/christopherlovell/goa. It can be
used to run the pipeline outlined in Section 3.4; we hope it
will be of use to observers wishing to identify and charac-
terise high-z galaxy overdensities.
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Figure A1. Fractional probability distributions for different

choices of Clim and Plim (See Figure 6 for legend). In general, the

higher the purity constraint, the more regions are classified as
ProtoField, and the higher the completeness constraint, the more

regions are classified as PartProto. Higher Plim can also lead to

higher Field probabilities.
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APPENDIX A: OVERDENSITY STATISTICS

Figure A1 shows the effect of adjusting our free parame-
ters, Clim and Plim, whilst keeping a fixed aperture volume
(R = D/2 = 10cMpc). Changing Clim principally affects the
ratio of probability of PartProto to Proto, and Plim lowers
the Proto probability for a given overdensity, and increases
the ProtoField probability. A liberal choice of both Plim and
Clim leads to high protocluster probabilities, but the prob-
ability of probing a field region at low overdensity is still
high. Choosing both Plim and Clim conservatively leads to
PartProto probabilities dominating. We recommend choos-
ing values of Plim and Clim motivated by the completeness
and purity of the protocluster population, given the aper-
ture choice and selection.
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